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Abstract. This paper proposes an approach to estimate 3D rigid facial motions
through a stereo image sequence.  The approach uses a disparity space as the
main space in order to represent all the 3D information.  A robust algorithm
based on the RANSAC approach is used to estimate the rigid motions through
the image sequence. The disparity map is shown to be a robust feature against
local motions of the surface and is therefore a very good alternative to the
traditional use of the set of interest points.

1   Introduction

To date, many efforts have been made to study the problem of camera motion from
features extracted from monocular or stereo images [6,9,13]. The main approach
estimates the motion by establishing correspondences between interest points on each
image. There are two main shortcomings of such an approach: firstly, it requires the
set of interest points on each image to lie on static 3D surfaces of the scene; and
secondly, the surfaces of the scene must be textured enough to allow interest points to
be estimated. When we approach the problem of estimating 3D rigid facial motions
from images, we find that the problem of estimating the rigid motion of a 3D surface
with many instantaneous local deformations is usually due to local facial motions
[1,5,8]. Furthermore, it is well known that the surface of the face is not textured
enough. Therefore, alternatives to the traditional use of the set of interest points must
be considered. In this paper, a homography between disparity spaces is used to
estimate 3D rigid motions. Dense disparity maps are used as a feature from which the
homography parameters can be estimated.

Since we are interested in studying 3D object motions near the camera, we use the
general perspective camera model in order to analyze our images. An important
instance of this situation appears in 3D videoconferencing systems, where the 3D
shape of the head and face of each participant must be refreshed in each instant of
time, and the usual short distance between cameras and surfaces introduces strong
perspective effects [12].
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In Section 2, we introduce the geometrical concepts of the disparity space. In Section
3, we study the rigid motion estimation in the disparity space. In Section 4, disparity
map estimation is discussed. In Section 5, experiments carried out on image data are
shown. Finally, in Section 6, discussions and conclusions are presented.

2   Stereo Images

Let us consider a calibrated rectified stereo rig, i.e. the epipolar lines are parallel to
the x-axis. There is no loss of generality since it is possible to rectify the images of a
stereo rig once the epipolar geometry is known [6]. We also assume that both cameras
of the rectified stereo rig have internal parameters which are similar and known.

Stereo reconstruction has been studied for years, and is now a standard topic in
computer vision. Let us consider a rectified image pair, and let (x,y) and (x´,y´) be two
corresponding points in that image pair. Since the corresponding points must lie on
the epipolar line, the relation between the two points is
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where d is defined as the disparity of the point (x,y). From rectified stereo images, we
can define representation spaces based on the projected coordinates that are
equivalent to a 3D reconstruction of the points up to a homography of the 3D space
[4]. These spaces are known as disparity spaces. The equations relating the 3D
coordinates (X,Y,Z) with the disparity coordinates in the case of oriented and rectified
cameras are [13]:

(2)

where x0, y0, x’0  are the principal point coordinates of the left and right image,
respectively, α and α´ are the focal distance of the left and right cameras, respectively
and B is the baseline of the stereo rig. All image coordinates are expressed in terms of
pixels.
In this paper, we use the disparity space defined by the triple (x,y,d). From expression
(2), taking α=α´, the homographic relationship between the 3D coordinates of a point

X=(X,Y,Z)T and  its associated disparity vector ( )T
dyx ,,  can be expressed as
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or in a shorter way as
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From equation (3), it is clear that in the case of non-calibrated cameras each pair of
rectified stereo images provides us with the reconstruction of the surface being
imaged up to projectivity. From the intrinsic parameters of the stereo rig, the
projective reconstruction can be upgraded to metric.

3   Rigid Motions in the Disparity Space

Let us apply a rigid motion on the 3D data. If X and X� represent the 3D coordinates
of a point before and after the motion, then
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From expressions (4) and (5) we obtain
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Equation (6) describes the 3D homography � relating the disparity homogeneous
coordinates of a point before and after the motion.

3.1   Noise on the Data

An important feature of the disparity space is that the noise associated to the data
vectors ( )T

dyx ,, under some assumptions can be considered isotropic and

homogeneous. The yx ,  disparity coordinates are affected by the noise produced by

the discretization effect and without additional information can be assumed equal for
all pixels. The noise on d is associated to the change in the gray level of the pixels in
the stereo matching process and could be estimated from this process. We can
therefore assume, that the noises associated to yx ,  and d are independent. If we

assume that the variance of d is of the same magnitude as the variance of the
discretization error, the covariance matrix of the noise on each point of our disparity
space is �=σ2 I3x3. In our case, apart from the above measurement errors, we also
assume that in our scene there are points in motion. All the correspondences
associated with these moving points are therefore potentially erroneous. In order to
select point correspondences which are unaffected by the moving points, we use the
RANSAC algorithm to select the subset of point correspondences that are free of this
contamination.
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3.2   Rigid Motion Estimation

Let (�i���’i) be a set of point correspondences. The problem of estimating the rigid
motion parameters (R,T) from the set of points (�i����i) amounts to minimizing the
error

where ( )ΓΓΓΓΓΓΓ ττττττ=τ 434241 iiiiiii ’’’’’’’  is the estimated Euclidean coordinate

vector for i’τ  from (6), and � is the covariance matrix of the disparity vectors. Here

we assume an i.i.d noise model. Equation (6) shows that this error function is not
linear in the parameters for (R,T), so a non-linear method has been used to estimate
the vector of six unknowns by parameterizing the rigid motion.  Here we are
interested in the case of small rotations (< 5 degree), so the rotation matrix can be
expressed as R=I+[�]�, where I is the identity matrix and [�]�  represents the skew-
symmetric matrix  associated to the vector �.  In order to estimate the solution vector
(�,T)T a quasi-linear iterative algorithm has been used on the normalized image
coordinated [3]. An initial solution for the vector (�,T)T can be calculated from
equation (6), solving the linear system that appears by considering the equations
associated to Euclidean coordinates of all the points τ and τ� and assuming all λ=1. In
the next iteration we recalculate the value of λ from the above solution and again
solve equation (6) for a new solution. We iterate until convergence of the vector
(�,T)T. In our experience, three or four iterations are enough.

Nevertheless, the presence of outliers in the correspondences between the disparity
maps degrades the estimation considerably. In order to circumvent this problem a
RANSAC based algorithm is proposed in Table 1. This algorithm makes a robust
iterative linear estimation as a first approach, but because of the noise in the disparity
estimation, a non-linear optimization step from the pixel color values is necessary.

4   Disparity Map Estimation

In this paper two different dense disparity maps are used. Firstly, we estimate the
disparity map for each stereo image, and from this we estimate a region of interest by
applying a binary thresholding operator on it. Secondly, we estimate the dense motion
vector map associated to every two consecutive left and right images, respectively. In
this case we assume that the region of interest is the region of moving pixels nearest
the camera.

( )∑ ττ=
i

iidE 22 ,’ ,     ( ) ( ) ( )Γ−Γ τ−ττ−τ=ττ ii

T

iiiid ’’’’,’ �� 12 (7)
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Table 1.

Figure 1 shows how we estimate our region of interest on each stereo image. In short,
we segment the subset of moving points of the scene to a distance of the camera,
which is less than a fixed threshold. In our case, the planar motion is calculated in
pixel units. In order to remove isolated small regions we apply a size filter. All the
pictures shown correspond to the left image of the stereo pair.

         (a)                                   (b)                             (c)                                   (d)

Fig. 1. This example corresponds to rotation left-right of the head. Picture (a) represents the
estimated stereo disparity map, picture (b) represents the x-motion dense map, picture (c)
represents the y-motion dense map, and picture (d) represents the result of the union of picture
(b) and picture (c) intersection with picture (a).

Dense disparity maps from two images is a very active field of research [10]. Very
recently, new energy minimization algorithms based on cut graphs was proposed
[2][7]. These algorithms achieved a very good compromise between temporal
efficiency and accuracy of the estimation [7]. Since the implementation of these
algorithms only depends on a free parameter, λ>0, associated to the scale of the
estimation [10], very different estimations can be achieved by varying the λ value.
Low values of λ provide us with more accurate estimations but a larger number of
points will be undefined. A scale combination scheme therefore provides us with a
better estimation. In our case, four different scales (λ=3,5,10,30)  have been
considered in order to estimate the disparity maps. The combination scheme defined
the disparity value on each pixel as the value of the lowest scale in which the disparity
is defined. For motion estimation only the lowest scale has been used, since the other

IItteerraattiivvee  rroobbuusstt  aallggoorriitthhmmII..  TToo  eessttiimmaattee  aanndd  nnoorrmmaalliizzee  tthhee  sseett  ooff
ddiissppaarriittyy  vveeccttoorrss
IIII..  RReeppeeaatt  NN  iitteerraattiioonnss

TToo  cchhoooossee  nn>>==22  ddiissppaarriittyy  vveeccttoorrss  rraannddoommllyy

ii..  FFoorr  eeaacchh  vveeccttoorr  ccaallccuullaattee  ��ii,,  AAii  aanndd  bbiiiiii..  SSoollvvee  ��AAXX==bb  ffoorr

XX
iiiiii..  CCoouunntt  tthhee  nnuummbbeerr  ooff  iinnlliieerrss..IIIIII..  TToo  ttaakkee  tthhee  ssoolluuttiioonn

wwiitthh  hhiigghheerr  nnuummbbeerr  ooff  iinnlliieerrss  aass  tthhee  bbeesstt  lliinneeaarr  ssoolluuttiioonn..
IIVV..  TToo  mmiinniimmiizzee  tthhee  ppiixxeell  ccoolloorr  ddiiffffeerreenncceess  bbeettwweeeenn  iimmaaggeess  bbyy
aappppllyyiinngg  tthhee  LLeevveennbbeerrgg--MMaarrddqquuaarrtt  aallggoorriitthhmm  ffrroomm  tthhee  lliinneeaarr
ssoolluuttiioonn..
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scales do not contribute much information. In order to obtain as accurate a
segmentation as possible, there has been some loss in computational efficiency.

Fig. 2.  The first four columns of each row show the stereo disparity map from a stereo image,
and the x-motion estimation from two consecutive stereo images, respectively, for different λ
values. The last column shows the resulting estimation from combining the different scales. All
these images correspond to the left image of the stereo pair.

The first row of Figure 2 shows the stereo disparity map estimation from a stereo
image for different values of λ joined to the final estimation obtained by combining
the different scales. The second row shows the x-motion map estimation from two
consecutive stereo images. It is possible to appreciate how the use of multiple scales
does not greatly improve the first scale estimation in the case of motion estimation.
However, the combination of different scales proves to be very useful when the stereo
disparity map is estimated.

5   Experimental Results

Experiments to estimate 3D rigid facial motion have been carried out from different
stereo image sequences captured by a Pointgrey stereo camera (Bumblebee) watching
an actor moving his face freely. A fixed window inside the captured images fixed the
sub-images of interest. Our algorithm was applied to the image sequence defined by
the sub-images. The proposed algorithm was applied on every two consecutive stereo
images in the sequence.  In order to assess the goodness of the estimation process we
synthesized a new sequence of images by interpolating from the estimated motions
and the original sequence.

Figure 3 shows six sampled images to a distance of ten samples, each, of a stereo
sequence of our examples. It can be seen how the strength and unpredictability of
local facial motions makes it difficult to use interest points in the estimation process.
Figure 4 shows how accurate the estimated motion for a particular sequence is. We
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compare the norm of the difference between two consecutive images, with the norm
of the residual calculated by the difference between an original image and its
corresponding synthetic. The large decrease of the norm of the difference image from
the first case to the second case, shows that the estimated motion is right and precise
enough. We should point out that it is difficult to visualize the accuracy of the
parameter estimation from this type of graph, but we prefer this type because it is
much more difficult to appreciate small residual motions by comparing eye static
pictures.

                

Fig. 3.  These pictures show local motions present in a standard stereo sequence.

Fig. 4. This figure shows four graphs each of which is the norm of the gray level difference
pixel-by-pixel from two images. The graphs Init.l-error and Init.r-error represent the case in
which the images are two original consecutive right images and left images, respectively, of the
sequence. The graphs Fitt_l.error and Fitt_r.error represent the case in which the two images
are the original and synthesized one, using the proposed algorithm, for the right and left
images, respectively.
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6   Discussion and Conclusions

In this paper a new approach to estimate the 3D rigid motion of a deformable surface
is proposed. The algorithm we propose is accurate and fast enough since no more than
3-4 linear iterations plus 2 non-linear iterations are needed for convergence. The use
of stereo images allows us to estimate the motion without the need for external
information. This result will allow us to use this approach to remove the rigid motion
component from the disparity vector to estimate local deformations. Of course, in this
latter case and for large image sequences, the accumulated error might get very large.
In order to avoid this situation, the present accuracy of the estimated motion based on
two images must be improved. An alternative in order to improve estimation would
be the joint use of all images in a bundle algorithm, but this approach is inapplicable
in time efficiency demanding applications
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